
EXABEAM TOP 12 UEBA USE CASES

In evaluating UEBA solutions’ ability to detect, prioritize, and respond, it is important to understand the full potential of data science-
driven analytics. Organizations should ask their vendors if they can support the following Top 12 UEBA use cases, and most impor-
tantly, demand that the vendor demonstrate this support within the POC or pilot.

“DETECT” USE CASES

Detection of modern cyber attacks is obviously important; the earlier an organization can detect an attack, the less impact that attack 
creates. The following UBA use cases enable better detection, and an effective solution will handle all of these:
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DETECT INSIDER THREATS AND ACCELERATE INCIDENT RESPONSE

1. Compromised User Credentials: This is table stakes for UBA. The solution should be able to easily detect if hack-
ers have control of a network user’s credentials, regardless of attack vector or malware. This includes detection of 
attacks such as pass the hash and golden ticket. This detection should work across the combination of a user’s 
account credentials, devices, or IP addresses. Essentially, detecting compromised credentials of any employee or 
contractor within the organization is a foundational requirement. 

2. Privileged-User Compromise: Compromise of a privileged user’s (e.g. DBA or system admin) credentials can be 
more difficult. Privileged users may not work in established patterns, as they are required to respond to emergency 
situations regularly. Therefore, normal usage patterns may be more difficult to detect. The UBA solutions should be 
be able to identify specific attacks on privileged users, who have special access to sensitive systems. Attackers gain 
privileged user credentials and then access key systems directly; the UBA should detect this immediately.

3. Executive Assets Accessed: Executive assets such as the CEO or CFO’s laptop are obvious targets for hackers. 
These systems contain sensitive earnings, M&A, or competitive information. As an example, hundreds of millions of 
dollars are stolen each year, via wire transfers driven by webmail schemes that trick company executives into ap-
proving these transfers. An effective UBA solution should be able to automatically build an asset model that identifies 
executive systems and then monitor these systems for unusual access.

4. Insider Threat: While many of the most well-known breaches have been caused by malicious outsiders, the rogue 
insider continues to be a source of data loss. A UBA solution should be able to detect when a user, privileged or not, 
is performing risky activities that are outside his or her normal baseline. 

Each of these use cases is tied to detection of cyber threats. They are not mutually exclusive; an effective UEBA solution should be 
able to handle all of them at once.

“PRIORITIZE AND RESPOND” USE CASES

While many UBA vendors discuss threat detection, fewer can support the use cases that enable better SOC and IT staff productivity. 
The following UBA use cases focus on better incident prioritization and more effective incident response. 

5. Account Lockouts: Account lockouts consume a surprisingly large amount of administrative time. It is common 
for larger organizations to use an entire full time headcount during the year, just to analyze user account lockouts to 
determine whether the lockout was due to a simple “fat fingered” mistake or was a sign of an attempted account 
takeover. Admins often spend 4 or 5 hours looking at conditions and accounts related to each lockout, to determine 
risk. The UBA solution should be able to automate this process and render a verdict on account risk. Done effectively, 
the UBA could save up to a full headcount annually at a larger organization. 
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SOLUTION BRIEF

ABOUT EXABEAM
Exabeam’s user and entity behavior analytics solution leverages existing security data to quickly detect advanced 
attacks, prioritize incidents and guide effective response. The company’s Stateful User Tracking™ automates the work 
of security analysts by resolving individual security events and behavioral anomalies into a complete attack chain. This 
dramatically reduces response times and uncovers attack impacts that would otherwise go unseen. Built by seasoned 
security experts and enterprise IT veterans from Imperva, ArcSight and Sumo Logic, Exabeam is headquartered in 
San Mateo, California and is privately funded by Aspect Ventures, Icon Ventures, Investor Shlomo Kramer, Lightspeed 
Venture Partners, and Norwest Venture Partners. 

For more information, please contact info@exabeam.com
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6. Account Creation: Hackers often enter a network via malware on one system, then use that initial entry to create 
new accounts that are unrelated to the entry account. Even if IT re-images the initial compromised machine, the 
hackers are already in the system and using a new credential. The UBA should monitor account creation behavior 
and quickly identify anomalous activities such as unauthorized credential creation or procedural violations. 

7. Account Sharing: Many organizations have challenges with users sharing credentials – a policy violation as well as a 
security risk. For example, a group of DBAs might share an account in the customer database to repair issues, tune 
for performance, etc. The UBA should be able to identify these cases, indicate which users were sharing the ac-
counts, and support streamlined remediation.

8.	 Service	Account	Classification:	IT Security typically has little visibility into service accounts, which have high 
privileges that make them targets for attackers. For example, the SAP “Firefighter” account often has significant 
privileges within that critical application. The UBA should automatically identify service accounts and flag abnormal 
behavior within them.

9. Dormant User Accounts: Many organizations have policies regarding dormant accounts. Users who haven’t logged 
into their accounts within 30 days may have left the company, and normal processes have not caused the account to 
be deactivated. The UBA solution should provide continuous visibility into employees and contractors that have not 
used their credentials over a predefined period.

10. Security Alert Investigation: Many other security products, such as anti-malware, DLP, network access control, and 
others, co-exist with UBA within an organization. These products provide alerts that must be investigated and closed 
out. However, these alerts may have limited information (e.g. an IP address but no owner name and department), 
making investigation more challenging, especially for first responders within the SOC. The UBA should provide 
complete context around users and assets related to third part security alerts. SOC staff should be able to enter a 
third-party alert ID in the UBA to see all context information for that alert. 

11. Account Investigations: It is very common for a firm’s legal or HR departments to request a month’s history of a 
user’s activity. Extracting and integrating the information across all systems, devices, networks, IP addresses, and 
accounts can be time consuming, manual work. The UBA should supply an automatic timeline view of all network 
activity including VPN logins and credential switches across the systems, highlighting access patterns and anoma-
lous behavior along with a risk score for the activities. Done correctly, this use case saves days of work effort for 
each investigation. 

12. Breach Forensics Review: Following a data breach, internal and third-party incident response and investigation 
teams will spend weeks or months manually knitting together the breach timeline to determine who did what, when it 
happened, and which systems were affected. The UBA should be able to automate the bulk of that effort, providing a 
timeline that shows all people and systems involved. 


